Kinetics of reduction by free flavin semiquinones of algal cytochromes and plastocyanin.
It had been shown that plastocyanin and cytochrome c-553 are functionally interchangeable in algae and that the physiological electron transfer reactions are sensitive to ionic strength. The isoelectric points of these proteins range from very acidic to basic depending upon species, and naturally occurring amino acid substitutions of charged residues have been shown to affect the kinetics of electron transfer, presumably through alteration of protein net charge. We have now shown that these naturally occurring amino acid substitutions also affect the kinetics of nonphysiological electron transfer reactions, and that we can quantitate the extent of nonconservation of charge. The reduction of plant and algal proteins by FMN semiquinone is sensitive to ionic strength and the effects can be correlated with net protein charge with regard to sign, but not to magnitude, with the charge at the site of electron transfer varying from +3 through 0 to -3. We had previously observed in a large variety of electron transfer proteins from bacteria (G. Tollin, T. E. Meyer, and M. A. Cusanovich (1986) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 853, 29-41) that charge localized at the site of electron transfer, rather than net protein charge, was more likely to affect kinetics. This also appears to be the case with the algal proteins. By comparison of protein structures, we have been able to predict which substitutions are likely to be responsible for the kinetic effects in the algal proteins and to discuss the implications of such changes for function.